Smart Home
Package & Service
SMART HOME BUDDY SDN. BHD.

What Service We Provide
From answering to a friend's request
to fulfilling customer orders

Smart Home System Consultation
Installation Service
Smart Home Products programming
Create Home Automation
Lesson Teaching
Free 1 year Maintenance Service
24/7 one to one customer service
The products that we provide comes
with 1 year warranty

Entry Package (RM 2999)
what do you get in this package?
This Package allows you to control your house ceiling light,
ceiling fan, TV, and air conditioning with your phone & voice.
It also come with a window/ door sensor and motion sensor,
these sensor allows you to create a full smart home
automation. Suitable for a house with 2-3 Room.

this package contain of 16 items
9×WiFi Smart wall Switches
2× S.H.B. IR Controllers
1x Smart Motion Sensor
2x Smart Door/ window sensor
1× S.H.B Smart Station
1× Smart Home Assistant Mini speaker

Standard Package
(RM 5999)
what do you get in this package?
This Package allows you to control your house ceiling light,
ceiling fan, TV, and air conditioning with your phone &
voice. it also come with a Smart Curtain, therefore you can
open or close the curtain by voice or preset an automation.
Suitable for a house with 3-4 Room.

this package contain of 27 items
12 xWiFi Smart wall Switches
3x S.H.B. IR Controllers
3x Smart Motion Sensor
5x Smart Door/ window sensor
1× S.H.B Smart Station
1× S.H.B Smart Curtain Full set (≤ 3 Meters windows)
1x Smart Home Assistant Mini Speaker
1× Smart Home Assistant Standard Speaker

Premium Package
(RM8999)
what do you get in this package?
This Package allows you to control your house ceiling light,
ceiling fan, TV, and air conditioning with your phone & voice.
It also come with a window/ door sensor and motion sensor,
these sensor allows you to create a full smart home
automation. Together with a basic Smart Security system.
Suitable for a house with 4-5 Room.

this package contain of 42 items
15×WiFi Smart wall Switches
4× S.H.B. IR Controllers
5x Smart Motion Sensor
5x Smart Door/ window sensor
1x Smart Smoke Sensor
1× S.H.B Smart Station
2× S.H.B Smart Curtain Full set
(≤ 3 Meters windows)

1× Smart Home Assistant Standard Speaker
1× Smart Home Assistant Nest Hub
2× LED lights strip
2x Indoor Smart Civilian Camera
1x Smart Camera Door Bell
1× Smart Alarm System
1× Smart Door lock

A Lifetime Investment

Invest into the future.
It is going to Serve you
for a very long time.
Linden Tyler

Smart Home Buddy
Energy Efficiency System
Our best-selling System

We’re now living in the golden age of technology development. We rely
on smartphones a lot so why not let it be a part of your home?
Introducing Energy Efficiency Pack, a smart home automation system
allows you to transform your ordinary living room into a smart one.
Your smart living room can now be more energy efficient as you have
more precise control over the appliance and be able to monitor your
energy usage. Your Lights/Fan/AC can be programmed into automation
where it can automatically switch to evening mode as soon as the sun
sets or to be automatically switched on/off when you enter/leave the
living room. You will never have to worry about wasting excessive energy
anymore!

Smart Home Buddy
Smart Security System
Our best-selling System
Transform your house to a more smart and secure now! A smart home security
system lets you worry no more and offer you and your family peace of mind.
Taking advantage of our S.H.B. Smart Civilian Cam and Smart Motion Sensor.
You will have a full view of what’s happening inside and around your home in
real-time. We also offer a Smart Home Alarm System where if a smart alarm is
triggered, it can immediately contact the emergency contact that is pre-set by
you. .There is more to say so come and pm us now for more information!!!

Intelligent Toilet
Series
The Coolest Smart Toilet Design!
Toilets play an important role in your home. We believe that a better
toilet will improve your experience and your hygiene!
An upgrade of your current Toilet bowl!Having a Smart toilet bowl is
sleek and smart. It is also an instant upgrade with many features that
you might experience in a luxury hotel or spa. With its cleansing feature,
it is a hygienic alternative to toilet paper. These include pulsating spray,
Adjustable temperature, pressure, and position!

Smart LED Light Series
Light Up Your Colorful Life With a Colorful Light!
If you're looking for something to get colored accent
lighting in your home or bedroom, then you might consider
having our Smart Home Buddy Smart LED Light Strip.
It comes with the length of 2 to 5 meters and offers 16
million RGB color combinations! This Smart LED Strip is
specifically designed to attach to a wall, under the table,
hidden above the ceiling, and any other places that you can
imagine, it can even hang in an L-shape or U-shape.

Smart Curtain
Series
Exploring The Natural Light Every Morning!
With a Smart Curtain, you can now control your curtain even
without any touch to it! let it gently wake you up with rays of
sunlight in the morning to start your day off.
In fact, curtains act as a barrier to keep heat in your home. By
using Smart curtain technology, it can be set up that the Smart
curtain will automatically close when everyone leaves the house
and will only open when someone comes back. This way your
curtains help and keep your house cool during the day.

Getting answers has never
been easier with Google
Home Assistant
Hi Master! How May I Assist you?
Use your voice to find information about the latest news, weather,
sports or watch some video on YouTube. It is easy by saying ' Hey
Google, wake me up at 6.30 am tomorrow.' or even by setting up a
reminder with your Google Home Assistant.
In fact, use your voice to control your lights, AC, Fan at your will! It is
simple by saying "Hey Google, turn on the bedroom lights." When
you are going out just say, "Hey Google activate security mode" then
it will activate all your smart home security devices.

Our Commitment to You
Our product guarantee for every item you purchase

Approved By SIRIM Malaysia

Eco-Friendly Material

100% Safe to use

Energy Efficiency

Sustainable packaging

Our Business Partner

JAGPROP PROPERTY

AFFIN BANK BERHAD

TUYA INC.

Collaboration for a smart home
building Project
"ARCA KLANG"

Sponsor 1000 Units of IR
Controller to Affin Bank Berhad
for their banking event

Smart Home System Provider
for Smart Home Buddy Sdn.
Bhd.

Connect with us online
Facebook

@ smarthomebuddy_malaysia

Instagram

@ smarthomebuddy_malaysia

Drop us a note
We welcome your feedback

Email
Info@smarthomebuddy.com.my

Website

Office number

www.smarthomebuddy.com.my

+60- 7666 5040

